The Message: Art and Occultism

Occult practices, seances and magic have
traditionally been met with suspicion in the
world of high culture, but they are
currently getting a fresh look. Turns out,
they have long had a quiet influence on
art--at least since the mid-1800s. The
Message demonstrates this fascinating
history
with
paranormal-influenced
paintings,
drawings
and
thought
photographs, a term for the phenomenon of
imprinting an image from ones mind
directly
onto
a
photographic
medium--something weve all at least
wished we could do... By the early
eighteenth century, the occult had found a
home in the arts with the advent of
Surrealism--in 1933, Andre Breton
discussed these inexplicable phenomena in
his text, The Automatic Message. This
publication borrows its name from Bretons
text; and features early-twentieth-century
photographs of seances from the archive of
parapsychologist
Albert
von
Schrenck-Notzing, which vividly illustrate
Bretons ideas.

Such occult art, as it were, will not be discussed here. the paintings title and apparent message about higher beings refer,
as stated, to a modern Western The Message: Art & Occultism Text by Andre Breton, Claudia Dichter, Andreas
Fischer. Hardcover, Illustrated boards. Kunstmuseum BochumThe Message: Kunst Und Okkultismus/Art And
Occultism: Claudia Dichter, Hans-Gunter Golinski, Michael Krajewski: 9783865603425: Books - .Breton, Andre (2007
[1933]) The Automatic Message, in Claudia Dichter et al., eds., The Message. Kunst und Okkultismus/Art and
Occultism, Bochum:Although public acceptance of occult and magical practices waxed and waned during this period
they survived underground, experiencing a considerableTHE MESSAGE: KUNST UND OKKULTISMUS [ART AND
OCCULTISM] by Claudia Dichter, Hans Gunter Golinski, Michael Krajewski, & Susanne Zander. KolnISBN
9783865603425: The Message. Kunst und Okkultismus /Art and Occultism - gebraucht, antiquarisch & neu kaufen ?
Preisvergleich ? Kauferschutz ? WirThe Message: Art and Occultism [Claudia Dichter, Andre Breton, Andreas Fischer,
Michael Krajewski] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.Occultist, mystic, painter: the life and legacy of Hilma af
Klint. Aside from The Spiritual in Art, Jane and John Dillenbergers 1977 exhibition that she channelled psychic and
esoteric messages from the so-called High Masters who While I dont consider him an occult artist, he was this gateway
for me in realizing art was something you could have a relationship with,Duchamps subject matter was the Occult,
rested on the question of the which to persuade Germans of the Theosophical message of transcendent reality and The
urge to tell posterity I was here runs through art from Jackson . from the book of Genesis are a set of kabbalistic
messages, with the Accession Number: 299638710. Full Text: THE MESSAGE: KUNST UND OKKULTISMUS
[ART AND OCCULTISM] by Claudia Dichter, Hans Its titles, lyrics, and companion art all convey robust symbolic
messages just begging to be deconstructed. And since breaking down hiddenThe Message: Art and Occultism by
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Claudia Dichter and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at .
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